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Now a day software companies spend 45 present cost for software bugs.  Set of bug fixing is bug triage which is main 
goal is assigning new bug to correct potential developer.  The existing bug triage system work with text classification 
techniques, which build classifiers from training data sets of bug report. These approaches facing problem from the 

large scale and low quality bug sets. In this paper we propose feature selection and instance selection techniques for bug triage to reduction 
bug data sets. In this paper we are studied combination of the feature selection algorithm CH, instance selection algorithm ICF. We evaluate the 
training set reduction on the bug data of Mozilla. The data reduction can be reduce data scale and improving the accuracy of bug triage 
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INTRODUCTION 
Data mining the mining repositories of software that uncover related 
information in software repositories and solve real world software re-
lated problems. A bug repository is an important for managing bugs. 
Manually fixing bugs is time consuming process in software mainte-
nance. In Big software projects large number of bugs are occur so it 
is impossible to handle without delaying [1]. The bugs increases auto-
matically cost of software quality maintenance will be increases. Bug 
tracking is to store and manage the bug by all type of users related 
software project and provide service as users all are communicate 
with each other during the process of fixing bugs.     

 In this paper, bug reports in bug repository known as bug data. Two 
challenges related to bug data that is affect the effective use of bug 
repositories in software development are (1) large scale and (2) low 
quality [4]. Number of new bugs are stored in to the bug repositories. 
Bug triage is time consuming process goal is bug assign to correct de-
veloper to fix new bug.   Existing systems when new bugs occurred 
manually triaged by developer. So number of daily bugs and lack of 
experts all the bugs in bug triage is manual costly in time and low ac-
curacy [5]. 

To avoid high cost of manual bug triage we proposed an automatic 
bug triage system approach which is with applying text classification 
and prediction techniques to predict developers for bug reports. This 
bug reports are mapped as document and related developer mapped 
as label of that document. Then bug triage is convert into problem of 
text classification and is automatically solve with text classification 
techniques like Naive Bayes.  The Large scale and low quality bug data 
in bug repositories is techniques of automatic bug triage.

We finds problem of data reduction for bug triage as how to reduce 
the bug data to save the labor cost and improve the quality of bug 
triage process. Data reduction technique for bug triage is aim to build 
small scale and high quality data sets of bug data by reducing bug 
reports and words which are not required. We combine existing tech-
niques of instance and feature selection to reduce the bug and word 
dimension. We evaluate the bug reduce data according to the scale of 
data set and accuracy of bug triage.

The simultaneously order of applying these two algorithms are an in-
stance selection and feature selection may affect results of bug triage. 
We evaluate the data reduction technique for bug triage on bug re-
ports of large open source software projects are namely Mozilla. An 
experimental results shows that when applying the instance selection 
technique can reduce bug reports but the accuracy of bug triage may 
be decreased and when applying the feature selection technique can 
reduce words in the bug data and the accuracy can be increased. 
Combines both techniques can increase the accuracy as well as re-

duce bug reports and words. For example when 50 percent of bug 
data using (instance selection) and 70 percent of words using (feature 
selection) removed are the accuracy of Naive Bayes on Mozilla. 

LITERATURE SURVEY
Towards More Accurate Retrieval of Duplicate Bug Reports. Bug re-
porting however an awkward circulated process is. End clients and 
analyzers in the bug reporting framework.[3] This reasons an issue 
as distinctive designers ought not to be relegated the same imper-
fection. Bug reports are copy of others is normally done physically by 
a man called the triage. This procedure however is not versatile for 
frameworks with substantial client base on the procedure could take 
much time. Automatic bug triage using text categorization in to the 
feature selection (FS) and instance selection (IS) for the bug triage 
problem. The existing bug triage approaches are based on the text 
categorization. The rest work of bug triage proposed in is supervised 
text categorization approach using Naive Bayes. Develop this work 
with some other administered learning calculations proposal run-
down and complex marking heuristic.

PRAPOSE WORK

Fig1: Automatic Bug Triage System

A. Bug Triage:
The working of assigning relevant developer for fixing bug is called 
bug triage. In bug triage stores bug data sets also called as bug re-
port. In fig1 show the bug report the summary and description are 
two items about the information of the bugs which are in natural lan-
guages. The summary denoted as general statements for identifying 
the bug while description gives the details of bug.  Bug data sets view 
in text matrix there each row indicate one bug report and each col-
umn indicate one word. For low accuracy of bug triage recommenda-
tion list with the size m is used to provide list of mth developers who 
have top-m possibilities to fix a new bug.
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Summary and the description of bug report are extract the textual 
contents while the developer who can fix this bug in detail existing 
bug reports with their developers are formed as a training sets to 
train a classifier is Naive Bayes typical classifier in bug triage. When 
enter the new bug report in system it will first apply the bug data re-
duction technique with the two methods instance selection and fea-
ture selection

B. Bug Data Reduction:

Fig 2: Bug Data Reduction
 
In above fig2 we combines the techniques are instance selection 
and feature selection to removes certain bug reports and words. A 
problem of reducing bug data is to determine the order of applying 
instance selection and feature selection which is denoted as the pre-
diction for reduction orders.

In data reduction technique we first present how to apply instance se-
lection and feature selection to bug data that means data reduction 
for bug triage and then we list the benefit of the data reduction. The 
details of prediction for reduction orders.

Algorithm For data reduction techniques 

Algorithm 1: 

Data reduction based on FS  IS
Input: training set T with n words and m bug reports 
Reduction order FS IS
Final number nF of words
Final number mI of bug reports
Output: Reduced data set TFI for bug triage
Steps:
1.  Apply FS to n words of T and calculate objective values for all the 
words.
2.  Select the top nF words of T and generate a training set TF.
3.  Apply IS to mI bug reports of TF.
4. Terminate IS when the number of bug reports is equal to or less 
than mI and generate the final training set TFI .
[5] 
    
OR

Algorithm 2: 
Data reduction based on IS  FS
Input: training set T with n words and m bug reports 
Reduction order IS FS
Final number nF of words
Final number mI of bug reports
Output: Reduced data set TFI for bug triage
Steps: 
1.  Apply IS to mI bug reports of T.
2. Terminate IS when the number of bug reports is equal to or less 
than mI and generate a training set TI .
3.  Apply FS to n words of TI and calculate objective values for all the 
words.
4.  Select the top nF words of TI and generate the final training set 
TIF.

Combination of instance selection (IS) and feature selection (FS) to 
generate reduced bug data set. We replacing the original bug data 
set with the reduced bug data set for bug triage. Instance selection 
and feature selection are widely used techniques in data processing 
for given data set in a certain applications. Instance selection (IS) is to 
obtain subset of relevant instances or bug reports in bug data while 

Feature selection (FS) goal to obtain subset of relevant features or 
words in bug data.

To distinguish the orders of applying instance selection and feature se-
lection we give the denotation as given an instance selection algorithm 
IS and feature selection algorithm FS.We use FS IS to denote the 
bug data reduction which first applies FS and then IS on the other side 
IS FS denotes first applying IS and then FS. In Algorithm 1 we 
briefly present how to reduce the bug data based on FS IS and 
in Algorithm 2 we present how to reduce the bug dataset based on IS

FS. The output of bug data reduction is a new and reduced data 
set. Two algorithms FS and IS are applied sequentially. In this FS  
IS and IS  FS are viewed as two orders of bug data reduction. 

Instance selection is technique to reduce noisy and redundant in-
stance an instance selection algorithm provide  reduced data set by 
removing non representative instances. According to an existing re-
view and study we choose instance selection algorithms namely Iter-
ative Case Filter (ICF).

Feature selection is a preprocessing technique for selecting a reduced 
set of features for large scale datasets since, bug triage is converted 
into text classification focus on the feature selection algorithms in 
text data. In this project, we choose well-performed algorithm in text 
data reduction namely x2 statistic (CH).

Two main benefits of data reduction technique are reducing the Data 
Scale and Improving the Accuracy.

Reducing the Data Scale reduce scales of data sets to save the la-
bor cost of developers. 

Bug dimension is reducing duplicate and noisy bug report to de-
crease number of historical bugs For example, historical bugs are 
checked to detect whether the new bug is the duplicate of an existing 
one moreover existing solutions to bugs can be searched and applied 
to the new bug. 

Word dimension using feature selection to remove noisy or dupli-
cate words in dataset. FS reduced dataset can be handled more easily 
by automatic technique than original dataset. 

Improving the Accuracy is an important evaluation criterion for 
bug triage. 

Bug dimension IS remove uninformative bug reports we can ob-
serve that the accuracy may be decreased by removing bug reports. 

Word dimension by removing uninformative words feature selec-
tion of bug triage improves the accuracy of bug triage. It can recover 
accuracy loss by IS improves the 

C. Prediction For Reduction Order:

Fig 3: Production for Reduction Order Technique
 
Instance selection algorithm IS and feature selection algorithm FS, FS

IS and IS FS are viewed as two orders for applying reduc-
ing techniques. Challenge is how to determine the order of reduction 
techniques that means how to choose one between FS IS and 
IS FS. We refers to this problem as the prediction for reduction 
orders.

Reduction Orders to apply data reduction to each new bug data 
set need to check the accuracy of both two orders FS IS and IS

FS and choose a better one. we converts the problem of pre-
diction for reduction orders into a binary classification problem. Bug 
data set is mapped to an instance and associated reduction order ei-
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ther FS IS or IS FS is a mapped to the class of instances. 
Classifier can be trained only once when facing many new bug data 
sets. 

Attributes for a Bug Data Set to build a binary classifier to predict 
the reduction orders. We assume the extract 18 attributes to describe 
bug data set. Such that we divide these 18 attributes into two catego-
ries are bug report category (B1 to B10) and developer category (D1 
to D8).[8]

(C)  Data Preparation is evaluate to the experimental results of the 
bug data set reduction we employ the bug data of Mozilla. We choose 
Mozilla since the bug data set is easy to obtain of bug triage can work 
well. For a new coming bug report have summary and description are 
representing items which are used for the manual bug triage. Thus for 
each bug report, we use the summary and description to obtain the 
words. 

Index      Attribute                              Description
                name                     

B1      # Bug reports              Total number of bug reports.
B2      # Words                        Total number of words in all the   bu
g                                               reports.
B3      Length bug reports    Average number of words of all the bug
                                                 reports.
B4      # Unique words          Average number of unique words in each 
                                                 bug report.
B5      Ratio of sparseness    Ratio of sparse terms in the text matrix. A
                                                sparse term refers to a word with zero
                                                frequency in the text matrix.
B6      Entropy of severities  Entropy of severities in bug reports. 
                                                Severity denotes the importance of bug
                                                 reports.
B7      Entropy of priorities   Entropy of priorities in bug reports.                                                                                                                                         
                                                 Priority denotes the level of bug reports.
B8      Entropy of products   Entropy of products in bug reports.                                                                                                                                         
                                                 Product denotes the sub-project.
B9      Entropy of                    Entropy of components in bug reports. 
           components                Component denotes the sub-sub-                                                                                                                                         
                                                 project.
B10      Entropy of words      Entropy of words in bug reports.

D1      # Fixers                         Total number of developers who will fix 
                                                  bugs.
D2      # Bug reports               Average number of bug reports for each
           per fixer                        fixer.
D3      # Words per fixer         Average number of words for each fixer.
D4      # Reporters                  Total number of developers who have 
                                                  reported bugs.
D5      # Bug reports               Average number of bug reports for each 
          per reporter                  reporter.
D6      # Words per                 Average number of words for each                                                                                                                                             
                                                 reporter.
           reporter  
D7      # Bug reports by         Ratio of bugs, which are reported by the 
           top 10 percent            most active reporters.
          reporters
D8      Similarity between    Similarity between the set of fixers                                                                                                                                           
                                                 and the Set of reporters, defined as the
           fixers and reporters    Tanimoto. similarity

(d)    Experimental Setup to compare the result of experiments 
we employs the Naive Bayes classifier as the bug triage approach. To 
improve the quality of bug triage, we follow the existing work to use 
recommendation list. A list with the size k can provide k developers as 
the prediction result for each new coming bug report. [5]

The accuracy is significant evaluation for bug triage it measures the 
quality of prediction and two others precision and recall are used to 
measure  correctness of bug triage

EXPECTED RESULT
We examine the results of bug data reduction on bug repositories of 
project Mozilla. For a project we evaluate results on five data sets and 
each data set is over 10,000 bug reports, which are fixed or duplicate 
bug reports. We check bug reports in the two projects and find out 
that 28.23 percent of bug reports in Mozilla are fixed or duplicate. We 
implement the instance selection (ICF) algorithm and the Naive Bayes 
classifier in our project.

Results of Feature Selection and Instance Selection we show the re-
sults of each algorithm in this part can presents the accuracy rates of 
the CHI and ICF on Mozilla. For CHI we select 10% 30% and 50% as 
the ratio of final number of words, such setup is based on experience 
of text feature selection.  For ICF we set the ratio of final number of 

bug reports as 30% 50% and 70%. The ratio value is based on the in-
stance selection.

Fig 4: The accuracy rates of CH and ICF on Mozilla
 
It can be found CH techniques work much better than original exper-
iments. The improvement of accuracy for Mozilla is up to 13% we can 
see that CH achieves good performance if 30% or 50% is selected as 
ratio of final number of words production staff in the same order pro-
vided by the author. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Bug triage is software maintenance in both labor cost and time cost. 
In this project we combines the feature selection with instance selec-
tion to reduce scale of bug data sets as well as improve the accuracy 
of data. To determine the order of applying instance and feature se-
lection for new bug data set we extract attributes of bug data set and 
trains prediction model based on historical data sets. We investigate 
the data reduction for bug triage in bug repositories of large open 
source project is Mozilla. In our work we provide approach to leverag-
ing techniques on data processing into the form of reduced and high 
quality bug data in development in software and maintenance.

In future work apply the training set reduction of the bug triage to 
improve the software quality, Since machine learning becomes one of 
the powerful tools in software engineering training data set reduction 
can be useful for work based on machine learning.
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